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OPTISOK® Non-Metallic Fiber Optic Pulling Tool
Bundle/Size Range
Inches (cm)

Maximum Work  
Load Lbs.

Approx. O/A Length
Inches (cm)

Ring O.D.
Inches (cm)

Ring Thickness
Inches (cm) Catalog Number

.125"-.562" (.318-1.427) 30 28" (71.12) .71" (1.803) .10" (.254) CCPS1

.250"-.750" (.635-1.905) 40 31" (78.74) .71" (1.803) .10" (.254) CCPS2

.750"-1.750" (1.905-4.445) 50 33" (83.82) 1.57" (3.988) .16" (.406) CCPS3

OPTISOK® Non-Metallic Fiber Optic Pulling Tool for Pre-Terminated, 
Inside Plant Fiber Optic Cables and Bundles of Twisted Pair

How to Select OPTISOK®

• Identify connector bundle diameter to be inserted into the OPTISOK®. 
• Choose appropriate catalog number based on size range.
 
Installation Information
Step 1 Expand open end of OPTISOK® and gently work in fiber optic connector bundle.

Step 2  Still gently, work connector bundle up to the forward section of the OPTISOK®.

Step 3  Starting at approximately 6" (15.2cm) from tail end of OPTISOK®,  tightly fold over the OPTISOK® around cables and tape  
   wrapped section 3" (7.62cm) past tail end onto the bundle.

Step 4  Securely attach pulling line or tape to pulling ring.
Note: To remove OPTISOK® carefully unwrap tape and slide out cables and connectors or cut 

 OPTISOK® away without damaging connectors or cables.

Kellems offers a unique and simple to use tool for the installation of pre-connectorized fiber optic cables,  
jumpers and bundles of twisted pair communication cables - the OPTISOK®.

The OPTISOK® is a highly flexible and expandable non-metallic sleeve open on one end and with a  
pulling ring on the other. It will expand to enclose the larger group of fiber optic connectors and grab the cable below the connector bundle 
by wrapping and taping to provide a gripping tool that will grab the cable(s) below the connectors. The pulling ring can be attached to a 
pulling line or fish tape and the OPTISOK® will act as the pulling tool.

OPTISOK® will contain and protect the connector bundle and save time and labor by making the pulling job easier, protecting the 
connectors from possible damage during the pull and facilitating the passage of the connector bundle through cramped and tight spaces. 
The OPTISOK® can be used to pull cables through plenums, underfloor duct, office partitions, raised access floors and conduits.  
Three sizes are available for all applications.
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IMPORTANT:
Read all breaking strength, 
safety and technical data 
relating to this product.

Refer to pages X-44 and X-45.


